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Bipolar disorder is characterized by two types of emotion: euphoric mood and depressive

mood. Its treatment consists of psychotherapy and medications.

Depression Mania

Hypomania is similar to mania but it is less

severe in intensity as compared to mania.

Mania is a distinct period of abnormally and
persistently increased goal-directed activity or
energy

Typically last roundabout  two weeks
Symptoms cause impairment in daily life

● Low mood
● Feeling of worthlessness
● Persistent thoughts of dying
● Social withdrawal
● Lack of pleasure and happiness

lasts for a maximum of a week
Symptoms cause impairment in daily life

● Extreme high mood
● Insomnia
● Irrational behavior
● Racing thoughts
● Reckless behavior despite thinking of

the consequences

How does the Mania look like?

The person suffering from manic episodes have an elevated and euphoric sense of

self-esteem, They take the reckless decision without thinking of these consequences. they will

talk continuously without making any sense of their conversation. They will start doing the

behavior that provides them immediate Rush and relief to their racing thoughts.

How does the Depressive episode look like?

An individual going through the depressive episode experience the feeling of

extremely low mood. their behavior affects the symptoms of crying, Insomnia or

hypersomnia, feeling of hopelessness, social withdrawal, lack of pleasurable

activities, and recurrent thoughts of death.

Psychotherapy Medication

It is the most effective and
well-supported treatment of BPD.

Mood stabilizers and antipsychotic
medications are used to treat bipolar
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It helps the individual to organize their
thoughts and to understand their manic
and depressive episodes the symptoms,
and provide self-help techniques to
reduce the consequences of  BPD

disorder.  these medicines will help the
individual to have a calm and controlled
episode.
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